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Merida is an American textile design house and rug maker that is defined by design innovation 

and originality. Our rugs are inventive, ingenious collaborations, between our designers and our 

craftspeople, between materials and weaves, between hand and machine. We create made-to-

order rugs in our Fall River, Massachusetts workshop in a process that blends hand and machine 

techniques in perfect measure.

1 Currant Road, Fall River, Massachusetts 02720     800.345.2200

connect@meridastudio.com     meridastudio.com     @meridastudio

TEMPO 528

MIDNIGHTCOCONUT

CONSTRUCTION: Jacquard Woven

MAX WIDTH: Approx. 11’ 06”

SEAMABLE: No

BACKING: Cotton Fabric and Wool Felt Insert

FIBER CONTENT: 43% Linen | 24% Wool | 17% Alpaca 

Merino | 16% Cotton

PATTERN REPEAT: N/A

RUG FINISHING: Small Serge

USAGE: Residential

MADE IN: USA

STANDARD LEAD TIME: 16 Weeks

Beauty and originality define the Atelier collection. Imaginative design, innovative materials and 

weaves, and ingenious techniques create subtle, minimal rugs. 

TEMPO 528

Striking a dynamic balance between subtlety and statement, the Tempo Collection explores the beauty 

of regularity as it articulates textural contrasts.

Vertical dashes of Felted Wool and Linen form staggered columns on the lengths of this design. A 

contrast of different weaves and materials give texture to the vertical motifs.

YARN SPOTLIGHT
• A ground of luxurious Alpaca Merino creates the foundation of this design. Alpaca Merino is a soft, 

matte yarn that absorbs light. This yarn has a strong twist that creates visual interest.

• Crisp, reflective Linen contrasts against the matte ground, allowing the Linen to stand out as a 

highlight.

• Felted Wool fills the center of the motifs with a soft pillow of fiber.

• Thick Cotton is used in the warp to highlight the shifting weave structures.

NOTES

• Each sample is a small version of a full-sized rug.

• Lead time may be increased due to production demand. For current lead times, please contact your 

Merida representative.

• Natural fibers reflect slight variation in color, so samples may vary slightly from the finished rug you 

receive. The resulting imperfection gives the rug its unique character.

• Visit meridastudio.com for detailed information about natural fiber characteristics and proper care.


